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Abstract—Human re-identification is the core task in most 
surveillance systems and it is aimed at matching human pairs 
from different non-overlapping cameras. There are several 
challenging issues that need to be overcome to achieve re-
identification, such as overcoming the variations in viewpoint, 
pose, image resolution, illumination and occlusion. In this study, 
we review existing works in human re-identification task. 
Advantages and limitations of recent works are discussed. At the 
end, this paper suggests some future research directions for 
human re-identification.   
 
Index Terms—Human Re-Identification; Non-Overlapping 




Human re-identification is an important task in closed-circuit 
television (CCTV) surveillance due to its many applications, 
such as for human tracking and video retrieval. The goal of 
human re-identification is to determine whether a pair of 
humans from different cameras with non-overlapping views 
has the same or different identity. Employing human operators 
to observe human of interest over multiple cameras is not a 
good option because human operators are prone to exhaustion. 
Besides, when human operators change, the new operator will 
need to spend time to observe again and this is time 
consuming and may result in missing out suspicious target 
during that period of change. Therefore, a computer vision 
system is more suitable to assist human operators in 
identifying human over a set of cameras with disjoint views.   
A human that disappears from one camera view over a 
period of time needs to be matched in another view of camera 
at a different location. However, human image taken by 
different cameras will have different angle of view, 
illumination, background, occlusion and human pose. A 
different angle of camera view will cause some important 
features observed in one camera to disappear in another 
camera. The difference in illumination will cause the same 
human in different cameras to have different appearance, 
while different humans may have similar appearance. Partial 
occlusion will cause some human body parts to disappear in 
the camera views. All of these challenging issues may cause 
variations to human appearance. Examples of images facing 
these issues are shown in Figure 1. 
Many existing works were proposed to overcome these 
challenging issues [1 – 41]. 
 
II. HUMAN RE-IDENTIFICATION 
 
Human re-identification methods can be divided into 
biometric-based methods and appearance-based methods. 
Examples of biometric-based methods are iris recognition, 
fingerprint recognition, face recognition and gait recognition. 
For biometric-based methods, such as iris and fingerprint 
recognition, special sensors are required to acquire the 
biometric information. While high resolution images are 
required for face and gait recognition. In addition, human 
cooperation is highly needed to complete the re-identification 
task for biometric-based methods. Biometric-based methods 
can only achieve good performance in re-identification task, 
when certain conditions and constraints are fulfilled. In wide 
area surveillance systems, biometric-based methods are not 
suitable for human re-identification task due to the difficulty 
in acquiring biometric information and obtaining cooperation 
from the target. 
Appearance-based methods are less constrained than 
biometric-based methods; therefore, they are more suitable for 
human re-identification in wide area surveillance systems. For 
human re-identification system, most of the works are based 
on non-overlapping views of multiple cameras because it is 
impossible to cover wide area by using multiple overlapping 
cameras. By using non-overlapping view of cameras, cost and 
computational expense can be reduced. Camera setup with 
overlapping views and non-overlapping views are shown in 
Figure 2. In this paper, appearance-based methods are 




Figure 1: Some of the challenging issues in human re-identification problem: 
variations in (a) pose, (b) illumination and (c) partial occlusion [4]. 
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Figure 2: Typical camera setup for: (a) overlapping views and 
(b) non-overlapping views. 
 
III. APPEARANCE-BASED METHODS 
 
Appearance-based methods for human re-identification can 
be divided into two categories; single-shot methods and 
multiple-shot methods, which depend on the number of 
images that are used to create the human representation. In 
single-shot methods, only a single image is used to compute 
the feature vectors, while in multiple-shot methods, a group of 
images are used to compute the feature vectors to represent the 
human. Although multiple-shot methods provide more 
information than single-shot methods, they require more 
complex algorithms and are more compute intensive. Single-
shot methods are useful when no tracking information is 
provided. 
Each category can further be divided into two groups, which 
are direct-based approach and learning-based approach. 
Direct-based approach focuses on designing a robust and 
stable feature representation of human under various 
conditions. After feature extraction, simple matching is used 
to determine the similarity between the images.  
Learning-based approach uses training data to search for 
matching strategies, which aim to minimise the distance 
between similar classes while maximising the distance 
between dissimilar classes. Besides these two categories, deep 
learning is now being applied in human re-identification task 
because it incorporates feature extraction and classification 
task into one integrated framework. 
 
A. Single-shot Methods  
To cope with common challenging issues, researchers prefer 
to integrate several types of features, such as colour, texture 
and shape in their works [1–13]. Feature extraction based on 
colour and edge features were applied to form an appearance 
descriptor in [9] and correlation based similarity measure was 
used for matching. A parts-based method was proposed in 
[42], where they divided the human image into three 
horizontal partitions and extract signature based on colour 
histograms in HSV colour space for each part. In [5], shape 
and appearance context model was proposed by Wang et al. 
They segmented the image of human into regions and 
registered their colour spatial relationship into co-occurrence 
matrix. However, their proposed method only worked well 
when the human images from different cameras were captured 
from similar viewpoints.  Yang et al. [10] proposed an 
appearance model, which was constructed through kernel 
estimation. Colour Rank Feature and path-length were used in 
their work. Kullback-Leibler distance was used to compute 
similarity. Gallagher et al. [11] utilised clothing features and 
facial features for recognising people’s task. Appearance of 
detected human was represented by a set of histograms. 
Nearest Neighbor classifier was used to find the probable label 
for detected human. Their proposed method requires high 
quality image because facial features were involved.  
Part-based models, which are used to handle pose variation 
was proposed in [12]. They detected five human body parts 
using Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HoG) and then 
computed covariance regions. Their proposed method only 
performed well when pose estimators work accurately. Cai et 
al. proposed a patch-based approach in [13] which extracted 
the patches around the edges by using Canny edge detection 
algorithm. After obtaining the patches, dominant colour and 
frequency within the patch were extracted from each patch. 
The drawback of their algorithm is that it is computationally 
expensive.   
The work in [4] proposed a learning-based method using an 
ensemble of localised features (ELF) to deal with viewpoint 
varying issues. In their proposed method, texture and colour 
features were extracted. To select a subset of optimal features, 
AdaBoost algorithm was used. Their work is highly dependent 
on image quality. In [14], pairwise dissimilarity profiles were 
learned to distinguish a pair of humans; however, the proposed 
method cannot re-identify a new human unless the new human 
is added into the training set and re-computed again. Partial 
Least Squares (PLS) reduction was proposed in [6] by 
Schwartz et al. to transform features into a low dimensional 
discriminant latent space. Colour, texture and edge features 
were extracted in their work, and PLS was used to reduce the 
dimensionality (Figure 3). The drawback of their proposed 
method is that the need to re-compute if a new novel person is 




Figure 3: Illustration of the PLS method in [43]. 
 
In [15], to obtain the most discriminative features, Haar-like 
features were extracted from whole body and dominant colour 
descriptors were extracted from the upper and lower body 
parts. In [16], semi-supervised method was proposed where 
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multiple features were fused at classification output level by 
using multi-feature learning (MFL) strategy. Colour and 
texture features were extracted, such as Black-Value-Tint 
(BVT) histograms, Hue Saturation Value (HSV), Lightness 
color-opponent (Lab) histogram, Local Binary Pattern (LBP) 
histogram and histograms of the Maximum Responses filter 
banks (MR8). 
Existing metric learning methods applied in re-identification 
task are, such as KISSME [17], RankSVM [1], Probablistic 
Relative Distance Comparison (PRDC) [3][18] and LMNN-R 
[19]. Prosser et al. [1] formulated re-identification problem as 
ranking problem by introducing Ensemble RankSVM to learn 
a subspace where the potential true match gets the highest 
rank. Zheng et al. [18] proposed Probabilistic Relative 
Distance Comparison (PRDC) to improve the computation of 
RankSVM; however, their training process is still 
computationally expensive.  
Dikmen et al. [19] proposed a metric learning framework by 
applying a large margin nearest to a neighbour (LMNN-R) to 
minimise the distance for true matches and maximise the 
distance for false matches. However, their distance learning 
based method requires a large labelled human pair, which is 
not practical.  
Table 1 shows the taxonomy of existing methods for single-
shot appearance based re-identification. A summary of various 
features for single-shot methods is shown in Table 2. 
 
B. Multi-shot Methods 
Bird et al. [46] divided the human image into ten horizontal 
stripes to deal with pose variation problem. They extracted 
Median Hue, Saturation and Lightness (HSL) colour from 
these ten stripes. Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) was 
applied on the features in order to reduce its dimensionality. 
Their proposed method is not reliable for low resolution 
videos, such as in most surveillance systems.  In [26], 
Gheissari et al. proposed a novel spatiotemporal segmentation 
using ten consecutive frames of human to generate 
spatiotemporal graph. Appearance of human was represented 
by colour and edge histograms. The proposed approach is only 
applicable when the human appearance does not change 
(similar) in different cameras. This limitation makes their 
approach impractical for real-world applications. Besides, 






Direct based  Learning based  
Bak et al.   [12] Bak et al.  [15] 
Cai et al.   [13] Dikmen et al. [19] 
Cheng et al. [7] Figueira et al. [16] 
Farenzena et al.  [2] Hirzer et al. [20] 
Gallagher et al. [11] Hirzer et al. [25] 
Park et al.   [42] Ijiri et al.  [21] 
Wang et al.  [5] Kostinger et al. [17] 
Yang et al.   [10] Layne et al. [22] 
 Lin et al.  [14] 
 Loy et al.  [8] 
 Prosser et al. [1] 
 Satta et al.  [24] 
 Schwartz et al. [6] 
 Sivic et al.  [44] 
 
Table 2 
Summary of various features used in single-shot methods 
 
 Approach Features 
[1] 
RankSVM 
Color (RGB, HS, YCbCr), texture 
(Gabor, Schmid) 
Tuning of this algorithm is computationally expensive. 
[2] 
SDALF 
Color (wHSV, MSCR),  
texture (RHSP) 
Processing time is higher than other direct-based methods.  
[3] 
PRDC 
Color (RGB, HS, YCbCr), texture 
(Schmid, Gabor) 
Training process is still computationally expensive. 
[4] 
ELF 
Color (RGB, HSV, YCbCr), 
texture, mean values 
Highly dependent on image quality. 
[5] 
Shape context Shape, color (RGB), texture, HOG 




occurrence matrices), edge (HOG) 
Cannot re-identify a new human. 
[7] CPS Color (wHSV, MSCR) 
[8] Manifold ranking 
Color (RGB, HSV, YCbCr), texture 
(Gabor, Schmid) 









High quality image is required because facial feature is 
involved. 
[12] 
SCR Color (RGB), gradient, position 
Their approach performed well when pose estimators work 




Dominant color, frequency within 
the patch 




Normalized color, color Rank 
Cannot re-identify a new human. 
[15] AdaBoost 
Color (Dominant color descriptor), 
Haar-like features 
[16] MFL 
Color (BVT, HSV, Lab), texture 
(LBP,MR8) 
[17] KISSME SIFT 
[19] 
LMNN-R Color (RGV, HSV) 





High quality images are required. Not suitable for surveillance 
system. 
[20] Impostor learning Color (HSV, Lab), texture (LBP) 
[22] 
Attributes 
Color (RGB, HSV, YCbCr), texture 
(Gabor, Schmid) 
High resolution images are required.  
[23] 
Saliency color (LaB), SIFT 
Computationally expensive learning-based method. 
[18] 
PRDC 
Color(RGB, YCbCr, HSV), 
Texture (Schmid, Gabor)  
Training process is still computationally expensive. 
[25] RPLM 
Color (HSV, Lab), Texture mean 
color, LBP 
[45] 
Group context Color (RGB), texture,  HOG 
High resolution images are required. Their approach was 
tested in indoor environment only.  
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Figure 5: Illustration of symmetry and asymmetry based partitions [2]. 
 
In [27], Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) interest points 
were collected in multiple frames and stored in a KD-tree. To 
measure the similarity of interest point descriptors, Sum of 
Absolute Differences (SAD) was applied. Weighted Region 
Matching (WRM) method was proposed by Oreifej et al. in 
[47]. In their work, they divided image into patches based on 
their appearance consistencies. Earth Movers Distance (EMD) 
was used to measure the similarity between patches, and this is 
shown in Figure 4. Their work was applied on low-resolution 
aerial images. Their proposed method is prone to mismatched 
patches. 
Chromatic content, which is HSV histogram, Maximally 
Stable Colour Regions (MSCR) and Recurrent Highly 
Structured Patches (RHSP) have been proposed in [2]. These 
features were extracted based on their proposed symmetry and 
asymmetry axes, which are shown in Figure 5. Their 
Symmetry-Driven Accumulation of Local Features (SDALF) 
approach is very time-consuming when compared to other 
existing hand-crafted methods. 
Global features consisting of HSV histogram and a set of 
local features were extracted from highly informative patches 
using epitome analysis in [28]. Histogram Plus Epitome (HPE) 
was proposed to fuse global features and local features. 
Pictorial Structures (PS) was proposed by Cheng et al. [7] to 
estimate human body configuration. Multiple images of 
human were used to compute features, which are based on 
different body parts. Their proposed method can also be 
applied in single shot methods to localise body parts to deal 
with pose variation problem. However, the pose estimator 
must work accurately to perform re-identification task.  
In learning-based methods, Nakajima et al. [48] proposed 
the extraction of a set of local and global features to recognise 
full body people by using multi-class SVMs. However, when a 
new person appears, they need to re-train their learning-based 
approach.  
A non-surveillance application of person re-identification 
was proposed in [44] to find occurrences of person in a 
sequence of photographs. Their proposed method is highly 
dependent on image quality, so it is not suitable for cases 
where the captured image is from far distance and in low 
resolution. In [29], Bazzani et al. proposed the histogram plus 
epitome feature, which incorporates both global and local 
statistical descriptors for person re-identification.  
Table 3 shows the taxonomy of existing appearance based 
on multiple-shot methods for re-identification. A summary of 
the various features in multiple-shot approaches is shown in 
Table 4. 
 
IV. DEEP LEARNING APPROACHES 
 
In recent years, deep learning has been used in performing 
re-identification task because deep learning methods integrate 
feature extraction and classification into a single framework. 
Convolution Neural Network is one of the most popular deep 
learning methods that can be used because it can automatically 
extract optimal features from raw input image instead of using 
hand-crafted features.   
In [37], Li et al. proposed deep filter pairing neural network 
(FPNN), which is the first work that applied deep learning on 
person re-identification task. Their proposed architecture 
consists of multiple layers composed of convolution layer, 
max pooling layer, patch matching layer, maxout pooling 
layer, fully connected layer and softmax layer, as shown in 
Figure 6. 
Another deep learning method was proposed in [38], which 
applied Siamese Convolution Neural Network (SCNN) 
architecture in human re-identification task is as shown in 
Figure 7. They divided the human image into three equally 
overlapping parts: Each of the part was fed into SCNN 
architecture. At the end, they obtained three similarity metrics 
from three overlapping parts by using cosine function. Finally, 
they fused the three similarity metrics by sum rule to get the 
final similarity value. 
In [39], Zhang et al. introduced a linear support vector 
machine (linear SVM) in their deep convolutional neural 
network (deep CNN). In order to compute the similarity of 






Direct based  Learning based  
Bak et al.  [36] Bak et al.   [35] 
Bazzani et al. [28] Bak et al.   [49] 
Cheng et al.  [7] Bazzani et al.  [29] 
Farenzena et al.  [2] Ma et al.   [32] 
Gheissari et al.  [26] Sivic et al.  [44] 
Hamdoun et al.  [27] Truong et al.  [30] 
Ma et al.   [34] Truong et al.  [31] 
Oreifej et al.  [47] Yang et al.  [50] 
Salvagnini et al.  [51]  
Shishir et al.  [33]  
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Table 4 
Summary of various features used in multiple-shot methods 
 
 Approach Features 
[2] 
SDALF 
Color (wHSV, MSCR), texture 
(RHSP) 
Processing time is higher than other direct-based method.  
[7] 
CPS Color (HSV, MSCR) 





High quality images are required. Not suitable for 
surveillance system. 
[46] 
Blob Color (HSL) 




Color (HSV, LAB), edges 
Their approach is only useful in situations where sequences 
of frames are provided. Only applicable for similar 
viewpoints. Weak on pose differences and occlusion. 
[27] SURF Interest-points 
[47] 
PageRank Color (HSV), HOG 
Easily affected by mismatched patches. 
[28] HPE 
Color (HSV), Epitomic Analysis, 
local epitome 
[48] 
SVM Color (RGB), shape 
Cannot re-identify new person. 
[30] 
Graph 
Color (RGB, color/path-length, 
spatiograms) 
Their approach re-identifies people in similar poses walking 








Position, color (RGB), gradient 
[32] 
Fisher vector 






Color (ACM, RMC), face 
Highly dependent on image quality, not suitable for low 
resolution image. 
[50] SBDR 




Color (wHSV, MSCR, gBiCov), 
texture(Gabor) 
The approach assumes uniformity of texture in the 
background. 
[35] Boosted Re-ID Position, color (RGB), gradient 
[36] 
MRCG Color (RGB), shape, MRCG 
Their proposed method only tested in indoor environment.   




Figure 6: Flowchart of the FPNN proposed in [37]. 
 
 
Figure 7: Flowchart of Siamese Convolution Neural Network [38]. 
 
In the proposed CNN in [40], they designed a cross-input 
neighbourhood difference layer to compute the local 
relationships between images from different views. They also 
incorporated a patch summary layer.  Recently, Wu et al. [41] 
proposed a CNN architecture by adding a layer of computing 
neighbourhood range differences. Their network is deep with 
small (3x3) convolution filters.  Deep learning approaches that 
are mentioned above have shown good performance in dealing 
with human re-identification task with reported Rank-1 
accuracy ranges between 28% and 35% for VIPeR dataset. 
 
 
V. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK 
 
Appearance based methods are the preferred way of 
performing human re-identification task in surveillance 
systems because they are less constrained than biometric 
based methods. Appearance based methods can be divided 
into single-shot and multiple shot approaches, which depend 
on the number of images used per person. In each approach, 
there are two different ways to deal with re-identification task: 
direct or through learning. For direct-based methods, 
handcrafted features are designed to be distinctive and stable 
under challenging conditions. For learning-based methods, 
training data are used to select features, and they are 
dependent on the training data and cardinality. 
Recently, deep learning methods, such as the Convolution 
Neural Network (CNN) were used for re-identification task.  
Deep learning approach is anticipated to work well on human 
re-identification due to being independent of handcrafted 
features. However, substantial experimental work needs to be 
done to measure its effectiveness in the presence of challenges 
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